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RFB #Y410019004 CTA:  

Questions and Answers 

ENGLISH 

annex_c3_cta813_-_15009-r2plan 

 What are the pieces on the outside edge of the rectangular worksurface and on 
the back of the height adjustable tables? Large handles? 

These are privacy screens that clip on to the worksurface. See Annex A table 1.1 
#5, #7, and #8. 

 What do the two circles represent? Wall attachment bracket, power pole or base 
feed?(if power pole will need ceiling ht of area) 

These are power poles that will feed in to the panels. The ceiling height is 9 feet. 

 What are the squares in front of the rectangular panel mount surfaces- are they 
legs? 

These are legs. 

 What does "3N" mean- it appears in some of the panels 

It means that there is power in the panel (3 circuit). 

annex_c2_cta813_-_1940-r10plan 

 There is no legend - is all furniture in this area in scope or just the panel mount 
systems clusters? 

All the furniture in this area is in scope: 

o Interconnecting panels and freestanding systems are in Annex C 
o Privacy screens are in Annex A table 1.1 #3, and #6 
o Locking lateral cabinets are in Annex A table 3.1 #1 
o Coat lockers are in Annex A table 3.1 #2 (5 of the 40), and #3 (4 of the 33) 
o Collaboration furniture is in Annex A table 4.1 #2, #4, #10, and #11 
o Curved tables in Annex D table D.1 #1 
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 How are the 120 degree clusters powered- poles or base feeds? 

Power poles from ceiling. 

 What does "3N" mean- it appears in some of the panels? 

It means that there is power in the panel (3 circuit). 

annex_c21_cta813_-_18-openspace-r10.plan 

 What is in scope of bid- just panel mount stations or offices 1839, 1840, 1864 
and area behind dividers? 

Just the panel mount stations. 

 How are these stations powered- power poles or base feeds? If power poles 
what is the ceiling height in the areas? 

Power poles from ceiling. The ceiling height is 9 feet. 

annex_c4_cta813_-_1952-r10.plan 

 What is in scope of bid- just panel mount stations or offices 1952, 
1953,1952,phone booths? 

Just the panel mount stations. 

 How are these stations powered- power poles or base feeds? If power poles 
what is the ceiling height in the areas? 

Power poles from ceiling. The ceiling height is 9 feet. 

annex_c4_cta813_-_1715-r3.plan 

 Is all the furniture in scope for the bid?( ex- high work benches?) 

All the furniture in this area are in scope: 

o Interconnecting panels and freestanding systems are in Annex C 
o Storage shelves are in Annex A table 1.1 #9 
o Sit stand tables and high workbenches are in Annex A table 2.1 #2, and 

#3.  
o Bookcase cabinets and pedestals are in Annex A table 3.1 #4, and #5 
o Collaboration furniture is in Annex A table 4.1 #7 
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 How are these stations powered- power poles, wall outlets or base feeds? If 
power poles what is the ceiling height in the areas? 

Power poles from ceiling. The ceiling height is 9 feet. 

annex_c6_cta813_-_1953-r10.plan 

 What is in scope - all the rooms or just the systems furniture? 

The 3 panel mount stations in the center and in the office space to its right (the 
office with the 2 stations and little round table). The 2 collab chairs and coffee 
table are also included. 

 If all is in scope would it be possible to identify the freestanding furniture with a 
legend to identify which item in the furniture tables corresponds to the item on the 
plan? 

N/A, it is not all in scope 

 How are these stations powered- power poles, wall outlets or base feeds? If 
power poles what is the ceiling height in the areas? 

Power poles from ceiling. The ceiling height is 9 feet. 

annex_c7_cta813_-_1851-r9.plan 

 What are circled symbols? Wall attachment bracket, power pole or base feed? (if 
power pole will need ceiling ht of area)? 

Power poles. The ceiling height is 9 feet. 

 What are the squares in front of the rectangular panel mount surfaces- are they 
legs? 

These are legs. 

 What does "3N" mean- it appears in some of the panels 

It means that there is power in the panel (3 circuit). 

Panel Elevations: 

 heights are not noted on panels- no indication of whether elevation of base 
height, workstation privacy or seated height privacy? 
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Height of panels is 50". 

Tables - 1.1 - Products: 

Items 3 - 8, are they shown on the plans? There is no legend so it is not clear whether 
they should be noted on the plans. 

Yes, the privacy screens are in Annex C 1940 (item #3, #6), 1500 (item #5, #7, #8), 
1851 (item #4).  

Category 1b - Items 3, 6, 7 and 8 - the manufacturer has stated that due to stability 
issues, 18" is the maximum height they will manufacture these items at - would  18" be 
acceptable? 

The panels that are larger than 18" would be clipped midway on the table for stability, 
e.g.  

1500A (privacy panel on the front of the desk) 

 

 

Category 1b - Items 4 & 5 - the GoCUID codes indicate "tinted glass" (specific client 
color and darkness)  which is significantly higher priced than frosted glass - can you 
please confirm that it is in fact a special tinting that is required and not the standard 
frosting? 

The clients were hopping for some components of the cubicle to have color, hence the 
request for tinted, e.g.  

1940 (blue tinted panel) 
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